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constant = 4) allowed easily constructed elUTeS (irregularities due to 
background scatter must be a \-el"aged out) and yot did not introducc 
a serious lag from the time com·tant. 

An interesting feature of CUlTe I is the leyelling off of intensity 
part way along so that two st ages of peak-height growth result. 
Furthermore, the reverse ra te appears faster than the forward rate, 
thus producing an asymmetric;>,.l curye. _\ second experiment confirmed 
this phenomena eyen though the length of time to reach a finallen·l 
was somewhat less. Such differences might be explained by sample 
preparation, or in variations in size of the beryllium disk between 
s~lUple and piston, thereby crea ting differences in friction and of 
actual pressure on one sample a' compared to the other. Also noted 
in the second experiment are tlrree stages of growth instead of two. 

' Vhen the curve has tapered off so that further growth is impracti
cal to follow continuously, one can scan part of the pattern to ascertain 
the completion of the com-ers ion. \\ith curve I at the end of 20 
minutes, 60 per cent of material "as ~"'R 0 3 the IV; with curve II 

. after 10 minutes, 80 per cent of the material had converted to the high-
pl·essure form. . 

One rate carried out in an i(~enticalmanner with NH4I showed only 
slight asymmetry. Several other rate experiments with NH4I, RbI: 
and cerium, however, showed neither asymmetry nor growth stages. 
It has been suggested that t he asymmetrical shapc of thc KN03 

IT ~ KN03 IV curve is the re.mlt of frict.ion release and adjustment 
of the pressure within the '-essei. One would then have to explain 
why such adjustment does not take place with release of pressme, 
and why such phenomena hay€' llOt been observed in rate studies with 
this apparatus on other materials. :Xo reasonable explanation for the 
growth stages or asymmetry (If the cm,e can be suggestcd that i;; 
compatible with the irreyersible na ture ofthe step-wise transformation. 
It has been observed with J\""H.,:I that the slight asymmetry of the clln·c 
produced under conditions "\ery llear the phase boundary is climinatcd 
and replaced by completely s~-mll1etrical curves when the trans· 
formation pressurc is exceeded b~- 50, 100, or 200 per cent. Our ,,·ork 
with rates on NH4I and a few o:h.:>r materials has shown with certainty 
that the rate is depcndent OIl t he amount. of excess pressurc above the 
equilibrium value that is appli.:>d . 

The pressure of Fig. 4, is 4 ~ kba r: or 50 per cent above the trans
formation pressure . Perhaps widl internal pressure of 6 or 8 khar the 
asymmetry of the cun·e would disappear. A study of this rate at 
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lower prcssmes is more time consuming but further work in this 
direction is certainly desirable. 

Figure 4B is a plot of the data from curves I and II, of Fig. 4A, 
in terms of per cent transformation vs time. It was desirable to sec 
if the transition obeyed first-order kinetics, that is, if the amount 
being transformed at any given momcnt in time was proportional to 
the amount of unconverted material remaining in the vessel. The law 
is stated as 

K=~dC 
C dt ' 

where ]( is a constant, and the amount, G, at any instant can be 
replaced by (a-x), a being the initial amount, and x the amount 
transformecl at time t. Rearrangement and integration bet\\·een the 
time limits 0 and t yields the "kinetic equation" 

K 1 a 
=t1n (a-x) · 

A plot of log (a-x) against t should be a straight line if the data 
conform to fu·st-order kinetics . As seen in Fig . 4G, the data for curve 
II plotted in l-minute intervals yield a line with very slight CUlTature 
which is conca'-e upwards . It should be noted that the aro\\"th staaes o 0 , 

which in themseh-es show departure from first-oreler kinetics, were 
ignored in the above test. The data represent the general growth 
curve depicted by the dotted line fitted to curve II. The time lag 
before the growth and the subsequent shape of the curye in experiment 
I show obyious departure from first-order kinetics. 

From the data obtained thus far it does not appear that the rate of 
transformation of KN03 II ~ KN03 IV is in accord with first-order 
kinetics eyen though an approach to such is indicated by the slight 
ourvature of ClUTe II. Since the differences bet\\'een CUlTe I and CUlTe 
II is likely to be tied in with experimental factors it will be necessary 
to obtain CUlTes under identical, more precisely controlled pressnre 
conditions before reliable quantitative rate data may be presented. 
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